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ABSTRACT. The scattering of protons by proton.s has been investigated in the energy 
vigil 111 .2 to .,5 Mev by Ragan, Kannc and Ta.schek.* This note derives the neees.sary tbeore- 
iicat ealcnlations for Uie analysis of the expcriinentul data Phase shifts for the Gauss, Meson, 
lisponential, Morse and Stjiiare potential wells are detcrinincd Curves of tlie Mott ratio, 
tiiHmiing the effect of S-wave scattering for all potential wells, are given.
O. L. Ragau, W. R. Kamie ami R. F. T'aschek * have investigated the 
scattering of jn'otons by protons in the energy region from 200 to 300 kev,
I xperiinentaliy. For jiurpose of comparison with theoretical results, a detailed 
investigation of this energy region has been made, theoretically, at energy 
intervals of 10 kev and for all the potential functions utilized thus far in the 
study of the problem. The analysis of proton scattering data has showm
that experimental data may be fitted almost exactly to theory by the assumption 
of a imro ,v-scattering alone; this is csjiecially true in the region under consi­
deration. It has been shown that the experimental data on i^roton-proton 
scattering can be fitted by a .square well® of depth 10.5 Mev and range I
and a ('.aussian^ type potential'  ^ well Ac ' with A ~ 5 i .44 me® and =21.50
cut off at 3 e ' jmc' ’^ ] a Meson potential welP Cc with
C=St).65 3nd n,=o.42 an exponential potential well''' Be
with 8 =  137.6 me®, b=-o.]93 (Mwe®) a Morse potential welF’ D(e 
“ 2 f - 2’ /“), with D =  i i 9.36 me®, a =  e®/2me®. The agreement between theo­
retical and experimental results using these potentials confirms the existence of 
only an j-wave anomaly in the scattering and the equality of neutron-proton 
and proton-proton interactions.
'I'hc present theoretical calculations extend the region of investigation so 
as to cover the new experimental data. The method of calculation consists 
n> solving numerically the differential equation d®F/dr® H-(E-V{r)) F = o  using 
>hc units and numerical values of the constants given above for each potential, 
<^ iitting off the solutions at 3 c®/mc® and joining to Coulomb functions. The 
Coulomb functions needed for these calculations were computed from Series 
expansions.^ Curves giving the variation of phase shift with energy over this 
'xgiou are given in Figure I for all potentials. The curve represented by crosses
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gives the variation of K q with energy for the Meson potential; the elliptical 
circles represent the square well potential; the circles represent the exponential 
and the dots and squares the Gauss and Morse potentials respectively. Figure II
F ig . I
Variation of Phase shift with ciierg>
F ig . II
Mott ratio as a function of the angle of scattering
shows curves of the Mott ratio (R) plotted as ordinates with the scattering 
angle © as abscissae for the square well and the meson potentials. These 
curves are typical of the airves for R as a function of 0  for all potentials. 
The actual numerical values for the calculated phase shifts for all potentials are 
tabulated in Table 1.
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Figure ITI gives typical curves of the Motl ratio R as a function of energy
Mott ratio as a fuirctioo of the energy
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In Kev for the Meson potential (crosses) and the Morse type potential (squares). 
Figure IV  .shows the quantity 4cMR/sE* plotted against energy for the
Fio. IV
The quantity 4rMR/.?Ii® as a function of energy
F ig . V
Counts per niicrocoulonib per niillitnetre oil pressure as a function of energy
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scattering angles ©  35 > 4® 45 “. Figure V are curves of the proton
counts per raicrocoulomb per millimetre oil pressure against energy as calculated 
for the Meson potential.
The data given by these calculations may be used for direct comparison 
with the experimental data and such a comparison may lead to the choice of a 
])Otential well more closely satisfying the conditions in nuclear problems.
ViiK \rriuajf/miur, amd Tj<;cFrwiCAr. CoiuiciK 
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